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Today’s Basic Outline

I Motivation for this course

I Logistics

I Issues

I Examples

I Class exercise of working with texts



Class schedule: Typical day

14:15–15:45 Lecture

15:55–16:35 Focus on Examples

16:45–17:45 In-class exercises (Lab)



MOTIVATION



Motivation

I Whom this class is for

I Learning objectives

I Prior knowledge required
I quantitative methods (intermediate statistics)
I familiarity with R
I ability to use a text editor
I (optional) ability to process text files in a programming

language such as Python



What is Quantitative Text Analysis?

I A variant of content analysis that is expressly quantititative,
not just in terms of representing textual content numerically
but also in analyzing it, typically using computers

I “Mild” forms reduce text to quantitative information and
analyze this information using quantitative techniques

I “Extreme” forms treat text units as data directly and analyze
them using statistical methods

I Necessity spurred on by huge volumes of text available in the
electronic information age

I (Particularly “text as data”) An emerging field with many new
developments in a variety of disciplines



What Quantitative Text Analysis is not

I Not discourse analysis, which is concerned with how texts as a
whole represent (social) phenomena

I Not social constructivist examination of texts, which is
concerned with the social constitution of reality

I Not rhetorical analysis, which focuses on how messages are
delivered stylistically

I Not ethnographic, which are designed to construct narratives
around texts or to discuss their “meaning” (what they really
say as opposed to what they actually say)

I Any non-explicit procedure that cannot be approximately
replicated

(more exactly on how to define content analysis later)



Basic QTA Process: Texts → Feature matrix → Analysis

!
When I presented the 
supplementary budget to 
this House last April, I 
said we could work our 
way through this period 
of severe economic 
distress. Today, I can 
report that 
notwithstanding the 
difficulties of the past 
eight months, we are now 
on the road to economic 
recovery. 
 

In this next phase of the 
Government’s plan we must 
stabilise the deficit in 
a fair way, safeguard 
those worst hit by the 
recession, and stimulate 
crucial sectors of our 
economy to sustain and 
create jobs. The worst is 
over. 
 

This Government has the 
moral authority and the 
well-grounded optimism 
rather than the cynicism 
of the Opposition. It has 
the imagination to create 
the new jobs in energy, 
agriculture, transport 
and construction that 
this green budget will 
incentivise. It has the 

                   words 
docs                made because had into get some through next where many irish 
  t06_kenny_fg        12      11   5    4   8    4       3    4     5    7    10 
  t05_cowen_ff         9       4   8    5   5    5      14   13     4    9     8 
  t14_ocaolain_sf      3       3   3    4   7    3       7    2     3    5     6 
  t01_lenihan_ff      12       1   5    4   2   11       9   16    14    6     9 
  t11_gormley_green    0       0   0    3   0    2       0    3     1    1     2 
  t04_morgan_sf       11       8   7   15   8   19       6    5     3    6     6 
  t12_ryan_green       2       2   3    7   0    3       0    1     6    0     0 
  t10_quinn_lab        1       4   4    2   8    4       1    0     1    2     0 
  t07_odonnell_fg      5       4   2    1   5    0       1    1     0    3     0 
  t09_higgins_lab      2       2   5    4   0    1       0    0     2    0     0 
  t03_burton_lab       4       8  12   10   5    5       4    5     8   15     8 
  t13_cuffe_green      1       2   0    0  11    0      16    3     0    3     1 
  t08_gilmore_lab      4       8   7    4   3    6       4    5     1    2    11 
  t02_bruton_fg        1      10   6    4   4    3       0    6    16    5     3 

Descriptive!statistics!
on!words!

Scaling!documents!

Extraction!of!topics!
Classifying!documents!
!

Sentiment!analysis!
Vocabulary!analysis!
!



This requires assumptions

I That texts represent an observable implication of some
underlying characteristic of interest (usually an attribute of
the author)

I That texts can be represented through extracting their
features

I most common is the bag of words assumption
I many other possible definitions of “features”

I A document-feature matrix can be analyzed using quantitative
methods to produce meaningful and valid estimates of the
underlying characteristic of interest



ISSUES



Relationship to “content analysis”

Classical (quantitative) content analysis consists of applying
explicit coding rules to classify content, then summarizing these
numerically. Examples:

I Frequency analysis of article types in an academic journal
(this is content analysis at the unit of the article)

I Determination of different forms of affect in sets of speeches,
for instance positive or negative evaluations in free-form text
responses on surveys, by applying a dictionary

I Machine coding of texts using dictionaries and complicated
rules sets (e.g. using WordStat, Diction, etc.) also covered
minimally in this course

Krippendorff book is 90% focused on this form of analysis, but still
provides a good foundation



What role for “qualitative” analysis in QTA?

I Ultimately all reading of texts is qualitative, even when we
count elements of the text or convert them into numbers

I QTA may involve human judgment in the construction of the
feature-document matrix

I But quantitative text analysis differs from more qualitiative
approaches in that it:

I Involves large-scale analysis of many texts, rather than close
readings of few texts

I Requires no interpretation of texts in a non-positivist fashion
I Does not explicitly concern itself with the social or cultural

predispositions of the analysts (not critical or constructivist)

I Uses a variety of statistical techniques to extract information
from the document-feature matrix



Human coded example: Comparative Manifesto Project

!



Content analysis: uses human coding to define and select
the features
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Key feature of quantitative text analysis

I Selecting texts: Defining the corpus

I Conversion of texts into a common electronic format

I Defining documents: deciding what will be the doumentary
unit of analysis



Key feature of quantitative text analysis (cont.)

I Defining features, for instance
I words
I word stems or lemmas: this is a form of defining equivalence

classes for word features
I word segments, espe-

cially for languages using compound words, such as German, e.g.
Rindfleischetikettierungsberwachungsaufgabenbertragungsgesetz
(the law concerning the delegation of duties for the supervision of

cattle marking and the labelling of beef)

Saunauntensitzer
I “word” sequences, especially when inter-word delimiters

(usually white space) are not commonly used, as in Chinese

Online edition (c)�2009 Cambridge UP

26 2 The term vocabulary and postings lists

! Figure 2.3 The standard unsegmented form of Chinese text using the simplified
characters of mainland China. There is no whitespace between words, not even be-
tween sentences – the apparent space after the Chinese period (◦) is just a typograph-
ical illusion caused by placing the character on the left side of its square box. The
first sentence is just words in Chinese characters with no spaces between them. The
second and third sentences include Arabic numerals and punctuation breaking up
the Chinese characters.

! Figure 2.4 Ambiguities in Chinese word segmentation. The two characters can
be treated as one word meaning ‘monk’ or as a sequence of two words meaning ‘and’
and ‘still’.

a an and are as at be by for from
has he in is it its of on that the
to was were will with

! Figure 2.5 A stop list of 25 semantically non-selective words which are common
in Reuters-RCV1.

in Section 2.5). Since there are multiple possible segmentations of character
sequences (see Figure 2.4), all such methods make mistakes sometimes, and
so you are never guaranteed a consistent unique tokenization. The other ap-
proach is to abandon word-based indexing and to do all indexing via just
short subsequences of characters (character k-grams), regardless of whether
particular sequences cross word boundaries or not. Three reasons why this
approach is appealing are that an individual Chinese character is more like a
syllable than a letter and usually has some semantic content, that most words
are short (the commonest length is 2 characters), and that, given the lack of
standardization of word breaking in the writing system, it is not always clear
where word boundaries should be placed anyway. Even in English, some
cases of where to put word boundaries are just orthographic conventions –
think of notwithstanding vs. not to mention or into vs. on to – but people are
educated to write the words with consistent use of spaces.

I linguistic features, such as parts of speech
I (if qualitative coding is used) coded or annotated text

segments



Key feature of quantitative text analysis (cont.)

I Conversion of textual features into a quantitative matrix.
Features can mean:

I A quantitative or statistical procedure to extract information
from the quantitative matrix

I Summary and interpretation of the quantitative results
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LOGISTICS



Short Course Schedule

Day Date Topic(s) Details

Mon 21 July Quantitative text
analysis overview
and fundamentals

Course goals; logistics; software overview; conceptual
foundations; quantitative text analysis as a field; objec-
tives; examples.

Tue 22 July Working with texts,
defining documents
and features, weight-
ing

Where to obtain textual data; formatting and working
with text files; indexing and meta-data; units of analy-
sis; and definitions of features and measures commonly
extracted from texts, including stemming, stop-words,
and feature weighting; identifying collocations.

Wed 23 July Descriptive statistical
methods for textual
analysis

Quantitative methods for describing texts, such as char-
acterizing texts through concordances, co-occurrences,
and keywords in context; complexity and readability
measures; and an in-depth discussion of text types, to-
kens, and equivalencies.

Thu 24 July Quantitative methods
for comparing texts

Quantitative methods for comparing texts, such as key-
word identification, dissimilarity measures, association
models, vector space models.

Fri 25 July Automated dictionary
methods

How to convert text into quantitative matrixes using dic-
tionary approaches, including guidelines for construct-
ing, testing, and refining dictionaries. Covers commonly
used dictionaries such as LIWC, RID, and the Harvard
IV-4, with applications.

Mon 28 July Document classifiers Statistical methods for classifying documents into cate-
gories, the nature of category systems, and special is-
sues arising from using words as data. The topic also
introduces validation and reporting methods for classi-
fiers and discusses where these methods are applicable.

Tue 29 July Unsupervised models
for scaling texts

The “Wordscores” approach to scaling latent traits us-
ing a Naïve Bayes foundation; Correspondence Analysis
applied to texts.

Wed 30 July Supervised models
for scaling texts

Poisson scaling models (aka “wordfish”) of latent word
and document traits, and their applications.

Thurs 31 August Clustering methods
and topic models

An introduction to hierarchical clustering for textual
data, including parametric topic models such as Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

Fri 1 August Mining Social Media:
An application to tex-
tual analysis of Twit-
ter data.

Methods for extracting text and meta-data from Twitter
feeds and applying sentiment analysis to these feeds.

3
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Software requirements for this course

I A text editor you know and love
I Recommendations: Sublime Text 2, Emacs, TextMate (Mac),

Notepad++ (Windows)
I Many others available: see

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_text_editors

I The key is that you know the difference between text editors
and (e.g.) Microsoft Word

I Some familiarity with the command line is highly desirable

I Prior experience with a statistical package – we will use R in
this course

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_text_editors
http://www.r-project.org/


Software requirements (cont.)

I Any prior use of a computerized content analysis tool is
helpful (but not essential), e.g. QDAMiner/Wordstat

I Our software is home-grown: quanteda

(http://github.com/kbenoit/quanteda)

I Our exercises using software will be guided, with explicit
instricutions

I Lots of work with real texts and applications

http://provalisresearch.com/products/content-analysis-software/
http://github.com/kbenoit/quanteda


Who I am

I Instructor: Ken Benoit, London School of Economics
kbenoit@lse.ac.uk

I TAs:
I Paul Nulty, p.nulty@lse.ac.uk

I Course homepage:
http://www.kenbenoit.net/essex2014qta

I Introductions . . .

mailto:kbenoit@lse.ac.uk
mailto:p.nulty@lse.ac.uk
http://www.kenbenoit.net/essex2014qta


Course resources

I Syllabus: describes class, lists readings, links to reading, and
links to exercises and datasets

I Web page on http://www.kenbenoit.net/essex2014qta
I Contains course handout
I Slides from class
I In-class exercises and supporting materials
I Texts for analysis
I (links to) Software tools and instructions for use

I Main readings
I Krippendorff book
I Lots of articles
I Some other texts or on-line articles linked to the course

handout (downloadable online)

http://www.kenbenoit.net/essex2014qta


EXAMPLES



You have already done QTA!

I Probably every day: Google searches (and many other Google
products)

I Amazon.com does interesting text statistics:

Here is an analysis of the text of Dan Brown’s Da Vinci Code:

02/08/2009 15:09Amazon.com: The Da Vinci Code (9780385504201): Dan Brown: Books

Page 2 of 3http://www.amazon.com/Da-Vinci-Code-Dan-Brown/dp/sitb-next/0385504209/ref=sbx_con#concordance

These statistics are computed from the text of this book. (learn more)

Readability (learn more) Compared with other books

Fog Index: 8.8 20% are easier 80% are harder

Flesch Index: 65.2 25% are easier 75% are harder

Flesch-Kincaid Index: 6.9 21% are easier 79% are harder

 

Complexity (learn more)

Complex Words: 11% 34% have fewer 66% have more

Syllables per Word: 1.5 39% have fewer 61% have more

Words per Sentence: 11.0 19% have fewer 81% have more

 

Number of

Characters: 823,633 85% have fewer 15% have more

Words: 138,843 88% have fewer 12% have more

Sentences: 12,647 94% have fewer 6% have more

 

Fun stats

Words per Dollar: 8,430  

Words per Ounce: 5,105  

‹  Return to Product Overview

  

Feedback

 If you need help or have a question for Customer Service, contact us.

 Would you like to update product info or give feedback on images?

 Is there any other feedback you would like to provide? Click here

Where's My Stuff?

Track your recent orders.

View or change your orders in

Your Account.

Shipping & Returns

See our shipping rates &

policies.

See FREE shipping

information.

Return an item (here's our

Returns Policy).

Need Help?

Forgot your password?

Buy gift cards.

Visit our Help department.

Your Recent History  (What's this?)

Recently Viewed Items

After viewing product detail

pages or search results, look

here to find an easy way to

navigate back to pages you

are interested in.

Recent Searches

concordance of da vinci code

› View and edit your browsing history

Continue shopping: Customers Who

Bought Items in Your Recent History

Also Bought

  Page 1 of 17

Angels & Demons -

Movie Tie-In: A N...

by Dan Brown

 (2,356)

$10.88

Back Next



Comparing Texts on the Basis of Quantitative Information

Flesh-Kincaid Readability Complex Words Syllables/word Words/sentence

Rihoux and Grimm, Innovative Methods for Policy Analysis
The Da Vinci Code
Dr. Seuss, The Cat in the Hat
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But Political Texts are More Interesting
Bush’s second inaugural address:

02/08/2009 15:48Inaugural Words - 1789 to the Present - Interactive Graphic - NYTimes.com

Page 1 of 2http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2009/01/17/washington/20090117_ADDRESSES.html

Search All NYTimes.com

 Washington
WORLD U.S. N.Y. / REGION BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY SCIENCE HEALTH SPORTS OPINION ARTS STYLE TRAVEL JOBS REAL ESTATE AUTOS

POLITICS WASHINGTON EDUCATION

E-MAIL FEEDBACK

SIGN IN TO RECOMMEND

THE NEW YORK TIMES

January 17, 2009

A look at the language of presidential inaugural addresses. The most-used words in each address appear in the interactive chart below, sized
by number of uses. Words highlighted in yellow were used significantly more in this inaugural address than average.
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Inauguration Day and Parade Route

Where to Go in Washington
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For Georgia High School Band, a Bus Ride to History

Obama’s Powers of Persuasion

Tuskegee Airman Rides to Ceremony

HOME PAGE TODAY'S PAPER VIDEO MOST POPULAR TIMES TOPICS My Account Welcome, krbenoit  Log Out  Help

Welcome to TimesPeople
Get Started

RecommendTimesPeople Lets You Share and Discover the Best of NYTimes.com

Obama’s inaugural address:
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Obama’s Inaugural Speech in Wordle

27/07/2009 08:24Wordle - Create

Page 1 of 1http://www.wordle.net/create

ColorLayoutFontLanguageEdit

Save to public gallery...RandomizePrint...Open in Window
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Legal document scaling: “Wordscores”

Figure 2 

Amicus Curiae Textscores by Party 
Using Litigants' Briefs as Reference Texts  

(Set Dimension:  Petitioners = 1, Respondents = 5)
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Document classification: “Naive Bayes” classifier
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Party Manifestos: Poisson scaling

Year
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Figure 1: Left-Right Party Positions in Germany
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(from Slapin and Proksch, AJPS 2008)



Party Manifestos: More scaling with Wordscores
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No confidence debate speeches (Wordscores)
Extracting Policy Positions from Political Texts May 2003

FIGURE 3. Box Plot of Standardized Scores of Speakers in 1991 Confidence Debate on
“Pro- versus Antigovernment” Dimension, by Category of Legislator

Note: Values at the right indicate the number of legislators in each category.

Fianna Fáil ministers were overwhelmingly the most
progovernment speakers in the debate, with Fianna Fáil
TDs (members of parliament) on average less progov-
ernment in their speeches. At the other end of the scale,
Labour, Fine Gael, and Workers’ Party TDs were the
most systematically antigovernment in their speeches,
closely followed by the sole Green TD.

Not only does the word scoring plausibly locate
the party groupings, but also it yields interesting in-
formation about individual legislators, whose scores
may be compared to those of the various groupings.
The position of government minister and PD leader
Des O’Malley, for instance (the sole PD minister in
Table 7), was less staunchly progovernment than that
of his typical Fianna Fáil ministerial colleagues. This
may be evidence of the impending rift in the coalition,
since in 1991 the PDs were shortly to leave the coalition
with Fianna Fáil.

We already noted that the word scoring of relatively
short speeches may generate estimates of a higher un-
certainty than those for relatively longer party man-
ifestos. This is because our approach treats words as
data and reflects the greater uncertainty that arises
from having fewer data. In the point estimates of the
55 individual speeches we coded as virgin texts (not
shown), greater uncertainty about the scoring of a vir-
gin text was directly represented by its associated stan-
dard error. For the raw scores (with a minimum of
!0.41 and a maximum of !0.25), the standard errors
of the estimates derived from speeches ranged from
0.020, for the shortest speech of 625 words, to 0.006,
for the longest speech of 6,396 words, delivered by the
Labour Party leader Dick Spring. These errors are in-
deed larger than those arising in our manifesto analy-

ses. However, substantively interesting distinctions be-
tween speakers are nonetheless possible on the basis of
the resulting confidence intervals. Considering policy
differences within Fine Gael, for example, the raw esti-
mates (and 95% confidence intervals) of the positions
of for former FG Taoiseach Garrett FitzGerald were
!0.283 (!0.294, !0.272), while those of future party
leader Enda Kenny were !0.344 (!0.361, !0.327). This
allows us to conclude with some confidence that Kenny
was setting out a more robustly antigovernment posi-
tion in the debate than party colleague Fitzgerald. Thus
even when speeches are short, our method can detect
strong variations in underlying positions and permit
discrimination between texts, allowing us to infer how
much of the difference between two estimates is due
to chance and how much to underlying patterns in the
data.

Overall we consider the use of word scoring be-
yond the analysis of party manifestos to be a con-
siderable success, reproducing party positions in a
no-confidence debate using no more than the rela-
tive word frequencies in speeches. This also demon-
strates three important features of the word scoring
technique. First, in a context where independent esti-
mates of reference scores are not available, assuming
reference text positions using substantive local knowl-
edge may yield promising and sensible results. Sec-
ond, we demonstrate that our method quickly and
effortlessly handles a large number of texts that would
have presented a daunting task using traditional meth-
ods. Third, we see that the method works even when
texts are relatively short and provides estimates of
the increased uncertainty arising from having less
data.
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Text scaling versus human experts
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FIGURE 2. Agreement Between Word Score 
Estimates and Expert Survey Results, Ireland 
and United Kingdom, 1997, for (a) Economic 
and (b) Social Scales 
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Note: The diagonal dashed line shows the axis of perfect agree- 
ment. Vertical bars represent one standard deviation of the ex- 
pert scores (Ireland, N=30; UK, N= 117). 

contextual judgments made by experts about the "real" 
position of Fianna Fail, rather than of error in the com- 
puter analysis of the actual text of the party manifesto. 
Put in a slightly different way, the technique we propose 
performed, in just about every case, equivalently to a 
typical expert-which we take to be a clear confirma- 
tion of the external validity of our technique's ability to 
extract meaningful estimates of policy positions from 
political texts. 

CODING NON-ENGLISH-LANGUAGE TEXTS 
Thus far we have been coding English-language texts, 
but since our approach is language-blind it should 
work equally well in other languages. We now apply 
it to German-language texts, analyzing these using no 
knowledge of German. Our research design is essen- 
tially similar to that we used for Britain and Ireland. 
As reference texts for Germany in the 1990s, we take 
the 1990 manifestos of four German political parties- 
the Greens, Social Democratic Party (SPD), Christian 
Democrats (CDU), and Free Democrats (FDP). Our 
estimates of the a priori positions of these texts on 
economic and social policy dimensions derive from an 
expert survey conducted in 1989 by Laver and Hunt 
(1992). Having calculated German word scores for 
both economic and social policy dimensions in pre- 
cisely the same way as before, we move on to ana- 
lyze six virgin texts. These are the manifestos of the 
same four parties in 1994, as well as manifestos for 
the former Communists (PDS) in both 1990 and 1994. 
Since no expert survey scores were collected for the 
PDS in 1990, or for any German party in 1994, we 
are forced to rely in our evaluation upon the face va- 
lidity of our estimated policy positions for the virgin 
texts. However, the corpus of virgin texts presents us 
with an interesting and taxing new challenge. This is 
to locate the PDS on both economic and social pol- 
icy dimensions, even though no PDS reference text 
was used to calculate the German word scores. We are 
thus using German word scores, calculated using no 
knowledge of German, to locate the policy positions 
of the PDS, using no information whatsoever about 
the PDS other than the words in its manifestos, which 
we did not and indeed could not read ourselves. The 
top panel in Table 6 summarizes the results of our 
analysis. 

The first row in Table 6 reports our rescaled com- 
puter estimates of the economic policy positions of 
the six virgin texts. The main substantive pattern for 
the economic policy dimension is a drift of all estab- 
lished parties to the right, with a sharp rightward shift 
by the SDP. Though this party remains between the 
position of the Greens and that of the CDU, it has 
moved to a position significantly closer to the CDU. 
The face validity of this seems very plausible. Our esti- 
mated economic policy positions of the 1990 and 1994 
PDS manifestos locate these firmly on the left of the 
manifestos of the other four parties, which has excel- 
lent face validity. The rescaled standard errors show 
that the PDS is indeed significantly to the left of the 
other parties but that there is no statistically significant 
difference between the 1990 and the 1994 PDS mani- 
festos. In other words, using only word scores derived 
from the other four party manifestos in 1990 and no 
knowledge of German, the manifestos of the former 
Communists were estimated in both 1990 and 1994 to 
be on the far left of the German party system. We con- 
sider this to be an extraordinarily good result for our 
technique. 

The third row in Table 6 reports our estimates of 
the social policy positions of the virgin texts. As in the 
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Government v. Opposition in yearly budget debates
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